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ABSTRACT
A basic experiment was conducted at the outlet of the Mascotte test facility of Onera. This combustion chamber
has been initially developed to study elementary processes involved in high pressure cryogenic propellant
combustion. The facility is fed with liquid oxygen and gaseous hydrogen and ends with a Mach 2 nozzle.
Downstream from the nozzle, the reactive flowfield expands into the air environment, leading to the generation
of multiple Mach disks along the centerline of the flowfield and post-combustion zones generated from mixing
processes between ambient air and the reactive flowfield.
Several spatially and time-resolved non-intrusive optical diagnostics were applied to characterize the supersonic
rocket engine plume along a distance of 600 mm from the nozzle exit. Two stagnation pressures of 10 and 20 bar
were tested in order to modify the jet exit pressure to ambient flow pressure ratio. Planar Laser-Induced
Fluorescence (PLIF) on the OH radical and spontaneous emission of the OH* exited radical, allowed to study the
structure of the flowfield whereas the temperature flowfield has been investigated by use of the H2 coherent antiStokes Raman scattering (CARS) technique.
Averaged and instantaneous images acquired with short exposure times (0.5 to 3 µs) by the use of OH* emission
allow a well-description of the structure and the location of the Mach disks. By contrast, quantitative
instantaneous OH-PLIF allows to deduce the location and the turbulent structure of the post-combustion zones.
Theses images, obtained by exciting the weak QP21(5) OH-rotational transition provide also quantitative data and
they may be used to estimate the local reaction rate. Quantitative temperature measurements based on coherent
anti-Stokes Raman scattering from H2 give additional clues on the thermodynamical behavior of the flow.
Finally, a comparison between the data measured and numerical predictions obtained with a Navier-Stokes
solver including a chemistry model is presented for the two cases studied.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The presented study is a part of a basic research program performed at Onera, whose the aim is the investigation
of fundamental problems related to the flow properties, gas dynamics, and radiative mechanisms responsible for
generating emission in rocket exhaust plumes at various wavelengths. Such emissions, especially at infrared
wavelengths, provide the basis for detection and tracking of rocket-powered vehicles by sensors aboard
spacecraft deployed for missile defense. The design of such systems must rely on computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) codes because it is not possible to test all flight conditions experimentally. To verify and optimize flow
simulation codes, model experiments are necessary, which analyze the properties of the flow in detail. The main
objective of the present work has been to generate a fundamental understanding of the chemical mechanisms
occurring in such flows and to develop an experimental database providing guidelines for computer modeling.
A test bench is used to generate a gaseous reactive plume on which different optical measurements, such as
Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) and Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS), are carried out
to probe the aerothermochemical flowfield. These experiments are described and results obtained are presented.
A comparison between the data measured and numerical predictions computed with a Navier-Stokes solver
including a chemistry model is also discussed especially for the 10 bar condition case. These comparisons show
that the main flowfield characteristics are reproduced successfully.
2. TEST BENCH DESCRIPTION
The mascotte facility that is developed and operated by Onera allows studies of elementary processes involved in
cryogenic propellant combustion (Vingert et al., 2000). The combustion chamber is equipped with a single
element combustor fed by liquid oxygen (LOX) and gaseous hydrogen (GH2). The system can operate at all
pressure from 1 to 70 atmospheres, the latter being sufficiently high above the critical pressure of oxygen.
In the Mascotte facility (Fig. 1), the LOX high pressure run tank, as well as the low pressure storage tank are
pressurized with helium, rather than nitrogen, to minimize pollution of the liquid with dissolved gas. The LOX is
sub-cooled at 80 K, to avoid vaporization and cavitation problems in the line and two phase flow in the injector.

Fig. 1. Mascotte facility sketch
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The present study is focused on the investigation of the supersonic exhaust plume downstream the nozzle (Fig.
2) while other experiments have been previously performed in the combustion chambre itself (Candel et
al.,1998). An eighteen degree conical nozzle was designed to be adapted at atmospheric pressure, for 1 MPa
internal pressure in the combustion chamber. The nozzle expansion ratio is 2.27 and the theoretical mixing ratio
of both components is 3, whereas the experimental value ranges between 3 and 4. The only chemical species
present at the nozzle exit were the remaining hydrogen and the combustion products (water vapor and radicals,
especially OH). Two experimental conditions are studied, they are relative to two stagnation pressures inside the
chamber (10 and 20 bars). These conditions are presented in table 1.

Fig. 2. Visualization of the supersonic plume for a 1 MPa chamber pressure run

Condition 1

Condition 2

Stagnation pressure Pi [bar]

10

20

H2 flow rate [g/s]

54

88.5

LOX flow rate [g/s]

14

27

3.86

3.30

Mixing ratio

Table 1. Experimental parameters of the cryogenic propellant combustion.
3. OPTICAL INSTRUMENTATION
3.1. UV Emission imaging of OH*
The UV chemiluminescence emission of OH* is used to locate regions of intense reactivity. Radiation from
excited OH* takes place in the near-UV range between 306 and 320 nm. Detection is performed with an
intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) camera (featuring 512×512 pixels with 16 bits depth) equipped with a
CERCO 90 mm f/4 UV objective. The size of one image acquired is 79 mm x 79 mm corresponding to a spatial
resolution of about 150 µm. A combination of 3 mm UG 5 and 3 mm WG305 Schott glass filters are used for
their ability to block a significant amount of scattered laser light coming from other diagnostic tools, while
passing a sufficient amount of the light emitted in the 306-320 nm spectral range. OH* emission is observed by
the camera installed on one side of the plume at right angles with respect to the flow axis. Emission images
provide the signal integrated over the line of sight (i.e. over a line orthogonal to the axial direction).
Instantaneous images are recorded with a intensification gate of the camera of 10 µs and averaged images are the
summation of 100 instantaneous images which are each time-integrated during the same duration of 10 µs. By
translating all the optical system along the flow axis (Ox), a large visualization zone can be explored from the
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exit nozzle (x=0 mm) to x=640 mm. The near field is studied continuously (from x=10 to x=264 mm), and two
zones in the far field, located around respectively x=450 and x=600, are also probed. Fig. 3 shows the geometry
of the visualization zone along the flowfield.
0 10
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490

560

640 mm

(Ox) axis

Exit
nozzle
Fig. 3. Visualization zone explored along the reactive flowfield (from x=0 to x=640 mm)
3.2. Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) on OH
Fluorescence of OH is being used to characterize the reactive layers occurring between the ambient air and the
reactive jet. The pumping laser wavelength is tuned to the QP12 branch of the rotational level J” = 5 transition
A2Σ(v’=1)←Χ2Π(v”=0) at 283.75 nm. The choice of the J” = 5 level minimizes the temperature dependence of
the fluorescence signal (Fig. 4) as well as the absorption of the laser beam along the beam axis. For moderate
laser intensities, the regime is linear and it may be shown that the fluorescence signal is proportional to the
number density of OH molecules (with an error about 5 %). The satellite line QP12(5) is preferred to the usually
used principal line Q1(5) to minimize the absorption of the laser sheet along the optical path.
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Fig. 4. Calculated thermal fluorescence response of OH lines Q1(5) and QP12(5)
The laser pulse is issued from a Nd:YAG pumped dye laser (Quantel YG780 and TDL70). Typical pulse
energies using Rhodamine 590 dye and a doubling crystal were 15 mJ for a pulse duration of 6 ns. The beam is
formed into a sheet using two cylindrical and one spherical lenses. The last two lenses, -50 mm and 300 mm
focal lengths, form a cylindrical telescope which spreads the beam into a low-diverging, 8 cm tall sheet. The first
spherical lens, 1 m focal length, focuses the sheet to a 300 µm waist.
Fluorescence is detected by a gated intensified CCD camera equipped with the same set of filters combined with
the UV objective described previously. The exposure time is 100 ns and images are acquired at 4 Hz. Since the
LIF signals are temperature-dependent, the OH absolute number density has been calibrated in a laminar
premixed hydrogen/air flame with an equivalence ratio of 0.9 in which OH concentration, temperature and
pressure are well-known (or measured). The reference profile is obtained by recording the fluorescence intensity
as a function of the height above the porous surface. Measurements were performed under similar experimental
conditions than in the rocket motor’s plume (optical path, pulse energy, probe volume, ICCD gain, …). Total
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collisional de-activation (quenching) was taken into account using calculations based on published temperaturedependent quenching coefficients of OH (Paul, 1994). The absolute concentration is retrieved by re-scaling the
experimental data and one-dimensional theoretical profiles calculated with CHEMKIN and PREMIX codes (Kee
et al., 1989). This procedure is illustrated by results of Fig. 5. It gives a relative accuracy of about 10 % for the
determination of the relation between signal level recorded by the ICCD and the real OH concentration (about
1000 counts on the camera for a density of 1.95 1016 molecules.cm-3)
To quantify the fluorescence signals, the raw images must be corrected for camera dark background, flat field
non-uniform response of the camera, collection optics, laser energies and spatial distributions. An time-averaged
correction is needed in order to eliminate these bias. So, these corrections are carried out by accumulating a
reference Rayleigh scattering image in-situ just before the combustion run. The reference image recorded will
permit to interpret quantitatively PLIF images.
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Fig. 5. OH concentration PLIF calibration in the CH4/air flat flame along the height above the porous surface
3.3. Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) Thermometry
CARS is an optical diagnostic technique that can provide appropriate temporal and spatial temperature
measurements in harsh turbulent combustion environments. This is possible because of the large signal-to
interference ratio associated with the CARS signal which is the result of the high signal conversion efficiency
and the coherent nature of the mixing process. The CARS signal can be collected over a small solid angle,
therefore minimizing the effect of background luminosity and other interferences. A detailed treatment is
contained in numerous reviews (Druet et al.,1981 and Eckbreth, 1988). Hydrogen has been selected for
temperature measurements because it is present in sufficiently high concentration into the main part of the
supersonic reactive jet.
The CARS setup consists of an injection-seeded, frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser producing 532 nm laser light
for the two pump beams and for input to the broadband dye laser (LDS 698 dye in ethanol). The two pump
beams and the dye beam were crossed and focused inside the reactive exhaust plume, producing a diagnostic
volume in which the CARS signal was generated in a region less than 2 mm long and about 100 µm in diameter.
The resulting CARS signal was focused into a spectrograph where it is spectrally dispersed and detected using a
512×512 intensified CCD camera. Temperature is determined from the least-squares fits of theoretical CARS
spectrum to the experimental spectrum.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1. UV Emission imaging of OH*
The purpose of OH* emission imaging is to characterize the reactive jet by locating the Mach compression zones
and where the post-combustion takes place. Measurements were thus carried out upstream of the reactive jet at
the exit of the nozzle and in the zone downstream of the jet.
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Typical examples of experimental images are presented on Fig. 6. These images are recorded in the area where
the first Mach disk is established. With a 5 µs time integration, the profile of the disk can looks like a shock
wave perpendicular to the axis of the flow followed of a plume with a turbulent structure. This form, usually oval
in steady flow case, comes from the turbulent nature of the flow which allows the presence of excited OH in
periphery of the disk. The disk is moving with time and with an amplitude of few mm because of fluctuations of
the stagnation conditions in the combustion chamber (± 10 % according to supervising control system).

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 6. Instantaneous images of OH* - UV spontaneous emission around the first Mach compression zone
Fig. 7 represents the averaged profiles of the natural emission of OH* for the two stagnation pressures. These
averaged OH* emission images show that the zone of emission starts immediately behind the plan of exit of the
combustion chamber. The presence of the Mach disks is easily visible on the axis of the jet whatever the
condition. Six disks are present in the zone studied for pressure of 10 bar and 4 disks for the operating condition
relative to 20 bar. The displacement of the first Mach disk between the two conditions is in good agreement with
theoretical predictions (variation according to a square root law Pi1/2, with Pi the pressure at exit).
For positions located far downstream (x>410 mm), an uniform OH* emission signal is recorded by the camera.
This can be interpreted by the efficient diffusion of oxygen on the axis of the reactive jet as well as a
homogenization of the mixture between the species from the combustion chamber and those coming from the
surrounding air.

(a) P=10 bars

(b) P=20 bars
Fig. 7. Averaged images of OH* emission along the combustion plume for the two conditions
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4.2. Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) on OH
Instantaneous images were acquired to localize the zones of the post-combustion and to characterize the
turbulence of the reactive jet (unreachable with previous observation of OH natural emission). Fig. 8 shows
some instantaneous images obtained for each condition of studied pressure. The images recorded in various
positions downstream from the combustor were coupled together by numerical treatment to visualize all the
reactive jet. Quantitative legends are represented by the false color scales with values corresponding to camera
signals.
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Fig. 8 Instantaneous reconstructed PLIF images of OH
For both pressures in the combustion chamber, the instantaneous images underline the turbulent characteristic of
the reactive zones. The swirling structures are mainly confined in the mixing layer located (i) in the periphery of
the reactive jet and (ii) along the symmetry axis of the combustion. The Mach disks zones, revealed by
spontaneous emission, are not visible by PLIF except in the zone close to the exit nozzle. The lack of signal
could be probably explained by the fact that the OH molecules probed by LIF and those detected by spontaneous
emission are not the same. For LIF, the OH population is in he fundamental state of energy at thermodynamical
equilibrium. For emission, the OH molecules come from excited electronic states. The large variation of pressure
and temperature encountered in the first Mach disk leads to a transfer the population from the fundamental state
to the excited electronic states (chemiluminescence). So, the OH molecules present in the first Mach disk will
involve an intense spontaneous emission, and a low LIF signal.
Averaged profiles of OH presented on Fig. 9 are obtained from an accumulation of instantaneous images. As
described previously, the images were coupled together in order to obtain a full view of the beginning of the
reactive plume. These images confirm the tendencies noticed on the instantaneous images. The zone of average
presence of OH radical is localized in periphery of the reactive jet and on the central axis of the jet. Let us note
that the OH-LIF signal in the zone of mixture located at a distance close to the exit plane (x=0), is probably
conditioned by the presence re-circulating zones. For both operating conditions, the images can be calibrated in
absolute concentration by comparison with images of fluorescence of OH recorded in the burner of calibration.
The maximum concentration of OH in the reactive zone of post combustion (zone of reaction located in
periphery of the jet) is about 3.8 1016 molecules.cm-3. By assuming a temperature equal to 2500 K, (see further
CARS results) and a pressure equal to 1 bar, the molar fraction of maximum OH is then about 1,1 %.
In the zone located between x=300 and 600 mm, similar results to that found during the experiments of
spontaneous emission are obtained and show a homogenization of the field of OH concentration in the flow.
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Fig. 9. Time-averaged reconstructed PLIF images of OH
4.3. Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) Thermometry
All CARS spectra were recorded as single pulse spectra because averaging of CARS spectra in turbulent
flowfields leads to erroneous temperature due to the nonlinear CARS process. For the accurate temperature
determination, several corrections as well as the nonlinearity of the diode array detector and the normalization to
the spectral distribution of the dye laser were performed. The temperature was deduced from each single H2
CARS spectrum by means of fitting theoretical spectra to the experimental ones. To this purpose, a library of
theoretical spectra were calculated for the expected temperature range within 50 K steps. The resulting
temperature was then determined by interpolation. The reliability of the data evaluation procedure has been
tested previously in experiments performed into a buoyant H2/air diffusion flame and a high pressure H2/O2
cryogenic flame. A more detailed description of the data evaluation can be found in (Grisch et al.,2002)
Usually, at each position 500 single pulse CARS spectra were recorded due to the limited time of operation of
the combustor. The accuracy of the temperature measurements is typically in the range of 3 – 5 % for single
pulse CARS spectra. At all measuring positions, the signal-to-noise ratio of the recorded spectra are comparable
except at positions located in zones where hydrogen is diluted in air and/or consumed by combustion. Here the
accuracy of the measured decreases due to a reduced signal-to-noise ratio. This can be explained by the rapid
decrease of the H2 concentration in these positions and not by possible beam steering effect which could
decrease the quality of the overlap of the two laser beams in the focal region leading to, if present, significant
decrease in signal intensity.
The temperature has been measured at several sections (x=20, 31, 48, 300 and 600 mm) for the two pressures
studied. The spectra were recorded with the 15 Hz repetition rate of the excitation lasers. Temperature
distributions were deduced from the instantaneous temperatures and plotted as probability density function
(PDF). For instance, typical PDF recorded at x=20 mm, behind the nozzle exit (expansion region before the first
Mach disk) are shown in Fig. 10. H2 in the central region is moderately high, and characterized from wider
temperature distributions. Moving out from the flow axis, this region impinges on the surrounding air flow and
the PDF is then characterized by a narrower temperature range. The large fluctuations in temperature from pulse
to pulse are characteristic from the highly turbulent stagnation conditions in the combustion chamber (central
region of the flow) and the efficiency of the H2/air mixing. The overall pattern is the same on either side of the
axis, although some asymmetries are evident.
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In the Mach disk (x=48 mm), the temperature distribution is characterized by a relatively wide spread about a
temperature of approximately 2500 K which is typically the stagnation temperature in side the combustion
chamber. At higher levels, the environment becomes progressively more uniform in temperature. At both x=300
and 600 mm, the central region of the jet is characterized by a wide temperature range from 1500 K to over 3400
K. These other results are presented in the following paragraph of the article.
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Fig. 10. Probability density function of temperature at x=20 mm, and P=20 bar

5. COMPUTATION – MEASUREMENT COMPARISON
The simulation of the nozzle and plume flowfields are performed using a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
code, called MSD, which has been developed at ONERA for about ten years to simulate first all kinds of internal
engine flows. In the last few years, it has been extended to simulate external flows, especially rocket plumes as
presented here (Roblin et al., 2002). MSD is a three-dimensional, two-phase, multi-species, multi-domain,
reactive and turbulent code to be used on structured grids. In the study discussed herein, as we only consider
gaseous species, the code is used in a specific one-phase configuration. In this configuration, the unsteady
Navier-Stokes equations are solved along with species and turbulent quantity conservation equations on a multidomain computational field. The time integration is implicit and performed with a local time stepping. The space
discretization is based on a finite-volume technique, the convective fluxes being calculated on the cell interfaces
using a flux-difference-splitting scheme and the diffusive flux using a centered method. Both discretization
schemes are second order accuracy ones.
To model the exhaust plume structure, specific care has to be taken to select the turbulence model. The turbulent
mixing layer between the plume and the external environment will define the plume expansion and, after the first
reflection on the layer, the decrease ratio of the pressure gap at the nozzle exit. Afterburning modeling is also of
primary importance to predict the temperature and species composition fields in the plume, which are essential in
the IR signature. To model turbulence effects, we use a k-ε model with a constant set validated on axisymmetric
configurations with the MSD code. Afterburning is modeled using the following reduced kinetic scheme, with 7
reactions and 6 species for the H2/O2 system, which was chosen by Eklund et al. (1990) for numerical simulation
of coaxial supersonic jets. A seventh gaseous specie N2 is added to compute the mixing and afterburning
between the exhaust gases ant the ambient air. This scheme, implemented in MSD, has been successfully used
and validated at Onera in coaxial supersonic jet configuration simulations.
Computed OH concentration fields and experimental results are presented in Fig. 11 with the same magnifying
ratio. The qualitative comparison between experimental and numerical OH concentration fields shows similar
behaviors. Change in the mixing layer aperture angle with the combustion chamber pressure is correctly
predicted even if the computed mixing layers thicken faster than the experimental ones. However, the main OH
production is found in the plume edge and moreover, the calculated OH concentration in the mixing layer is
around two times the measured ones, and this difference is well above the experimental accuracy of PLIF OH
concentration, at least in this area. However, these measurements must be used with caution because LIF signals
may be perturbed by intense parasite light coming from OH spontaneous emission especially at the location of
the first Mach disk.
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Fig. 11. OH volume concentration fields (in molecules per cm3) for 10 bar (above) and 20 bar (below),
and from computations (right) and measurements (left)
Comparisons between calculated and recorded CARS temperature radial profiles in four plume sections are
reported in Fig. 12, for the 10 bar operating point. Each experimental profile comprises 3 to 5 records performed
during different tests. Temperature profiles have been calculated with and without taking into account the
combustion mechanism in order to emphasize the afterburning effect. The first section is located as close as
possible to the nozzle exit, at the abscise x = 20 mm. The radial profiles have the same shape, even if the
computed temperature level is higher than the experimental one. This difference can be explained by the use of a
rather high mixture ratio and a combustion efficiency equal to 1 in the chamber. It can also be due to
afterburning initiation modeling, whose ignition delay seems too short compared to measures, as PLIF has
already shown.
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Fig. 12. Comparisons of experimental (CARS) and numerical temperature radial profiles for the 10 bar
configuration in four different sections
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The second section, at x=31 mm, is located inside the first compression zone. The numerical zone appears to be
situated somewhat downstream the experimental one, so comparisons have been made with computed profiles
coming from a few millimeters farther. The temperature profiles are then quite comparable, the levels being
noticeably different only in the mixing layer (Fig. 12). The difference between reactive and inert computations is
shown to be smaller than the difference with experimental data. This shows that the high temperature levels
predicted by MSD can be essentially related with an overestimated dissipation rate in the mixing layer. The two
remaining sections are inside the afterburning zone. This is demonstrated by the typical curves shapes (the
maximum temperature has reached the plume axis) and by the strong effect of the reactive mechanism on the
computations. Near the axis, the computed and measured temperature levels are quite similar, the computed
values being systematically below the experimental ones. The main difference is on the predicted plume
thickness which is not as large as the measurement.
6. CONCLUSION
The structure of a supersonic Mach 2 reactive flow is investigated in this paper. The detailed fluid
mechanic of the jet mixing and the nozzle exit nearfield was observed on temperature and OH concentration
maps obtained by CARS, OH-PLIF and OH emission imaging. The results have been compared with numerical
predictions by using a CFD code elaborated at Onera. These comparisons show few weaknesses of our models
such as the position of the shock reflection on the longitudinal axis and the temperature level in the plume core
and the prediction of the thickness and the temperature level in the mixing layer. This investigation shows that
CFD in this application flowfield could be used as a valuable tool in supporting the thermodynamical properties
of rocket engine plumes and also useful for the interpretation of experimental data. This work will be pursued in
the future with the characterization of reactive supersonic jets resulting from a CH4-LOX combustion.
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